IRISH URNS AND MEMORIAL TREES

CRAFTED BY HAND AND HERITAGE
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INTRODUCTION

CRAFTED BY HAND AND HERITAGE IN IRELAND

Irish Urns and Memorial Trees presents a stunning collection of Celtic heritage Urns. Each Urn is designed and handcrafted by Irish Award-winning artists. All Urns are unique and inspired by Irish Celtic mythology, history, and heritage.

We believe that our skilled Artisans have captured the heart of Irish heritage in this carefully crafted Urn collection. We hope that you will find the right Urn to bring some warmth and comfort.

Bob Hamilton - IRISHURNS.COM
DESIGNS INSPIRED BY 6,000 YEARS OF HISTORY AND 5 OF THE BEST ARTISANS IN IRELAND
OUR CURATED COLLECTION
THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION URN - FERN

This Celtic Cremation Urn inspiration is from Irish mythology. The River Boyne flows into the Irish Sea and was created by the goddess Boann, from where the river got its name. This is where Fionn Macumhail (McCool) caught the Salmon of Knowledge.

THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION URN - SEAHOLLY

The surrounding area has a rich history of mythological and historical heritage. The River Boyne is home to many special places from Irish History including the passage tombs of Newgrange, Knowth and Dowth, the Hill of Tara an ancient seat of the High King of Ireland, Trim Castle, the Hill of Slane.

THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION URN - SEASALT BLUE

On the lid of the Boann Celtic Cremation Urn is a single spiral inspired by stone carvings at Newgrange. In Irish mythology, the Spiral represents the sun, with a clockwise spiral indicating the shrinking Winter sun. Cremation was practiced in Ireland 5,000 years ago and across ancient civilizations.

THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION URN - COBALT

The Boann Celtic Cremation Urn is delivered in a beautiful Urn Presentation Box. The box is lined with traditional Irish hessian (see image). Your Urn will arrive in an outer double corrugated box and surrounded on all sides by biodegradable foam padding to ensure safe arrival.

FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

Ceramic Urns (Adults)
BEAN NA H-ÉIREANN URN - GREEN

Ireland is often represented as a woman on the Irish Harp which is unique to our Celtic heritage. This Irish Urn is named as a celebration of the ‘woman of Ireland’ or Bean na h-Éireann in Gaelic and also attributed to the many prominent Irish women. Ériu - Matron Goddess to which she gave her name ‘Érin’ to Erins green Isle.

BEAN NA H-ÉIREANN URN - YELLOW GORSE

This elegant Irish Urn is named after the Irish Harp which is unique to our Celtic heritage. This Irish Urn is named as a celebration of the ‘woman of Ireland’ or Bean na h-Éireann in Gaelic and also attributed to the many prominent Irish women. Ériu - Matron Goddess to which she gave her name ‘Érin’ to Erins green Isle.

CALVARY CELTIC CROSS URN - YELLOW GORSE

This elegant Irish Urn is named after the Calvary shrine in Omeath, a place of pilgrimage along the Carlingford lough in County Louth. Ciaráns’ design is an interpretation of a Celtic cross. It is interlaced with ancient knotwork with a Celtic sun ring behind it. It is our Celtic Irish heritage.

CALVARY CELTIC CROSS URN - GREEN

This elegant Irish Urn is named after the Calvary shrine in Omeath, a place of pilgrimage along the Carlingford lough in County Louth. Ciaráns’ design is an interpretation of a Celtic cross. It is interlaced with ancient knotwork with a Celtic sun ring behind it. It is our Celtic Irish heritage.
THE TORC URN - COBALT

The Double Spiral has many meanings. One popular interpretation is that of a partnered life, each spiral being the eternal energy for the other. Torcs were worn by Celtic noblemen and women as a necklace and were considered as protection in life and in the afterlife.

TORC CELTIC URN - FERN

This collection represents all that is the heart of the Irish Island nation. Each Urn has the powerful Celtic Spiral detailed in the lid a discrete Irish Emblem, influenced by our Irish heritage. All are unique as the glaze is hand applied individually and no two Urns are the same.

THE TORC CELTIC URN – SEAHOLLY

The glaze color on the Torc Celtic Cremation Urn represents the greens of our seas as it touches our coast seagrass and golden sand and moss-covered rocks along our shoreline. Cremation was practiced in Ireland 5,000 years ago and across many ancient civilizations.

TORC CELTIC URN- SEASALT BLUE

All are unique as the glaze is hand applied individually and no two Urns are the same. The blue glaze color represents the depths of our seas and lighter blue where the sea washes up on our beaches to meet sea salt covered rocks along our shoreline.

OUR COLLECTIONS
FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

CERAMIC URNS (ADULTS)
THE TARA URN - SEASALT
The Tara Urn for ashes has the powerful Celtic Spiral detailed in the lid and a discrete spiral rivet on the handles, influenced by our Irish heritage and seen in our stone art from Celtic and pre Celtic times. Tara gets its name from Teamhair na Rí meaning ‘sanctuary of the Kings.’

THE TARA URN - FERN
The Double Spiral on the Torc Celtic Cremation Urn has many meanings. One popular interpretation is that of a partnered life, each spiral being the eternal energy for the other.

THE TARA URN - COBALT
This collection represents all that is at the heart of the Irish Island nation. The Hill of Tara is most important as the traditional inauguration site of the ancient High Kings of Ireland. The blues represent the depths of the Irish sea.

THE TARA URN - SEAHOLLY
The Tara Urn has the powerful Celtic Spiral detailed in the lid and a discrete spiral rivet on the handles, influenced by our Irish heritage. The glaze color represents the greens of our land and coastal seagrass. Included with the Urn is a handmade Oak plinth.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramic Urn (Adults)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRISH CELT URN - SEAHOLLY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A strong and elegant Urn with a Tri Spiral design on a Celtic medallion representing our culture and heritage. The Irish Celt Cremation Urn with Tri Spiral is one of the most popular Celtic symbols and has been used by the Irish for 5,000 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **IRISH CELT URN - FERN** |
| It appears in many ancient cultures across Europe and Asia, but is most closely associated with Irish and Celtic art and design. It will always be our symbol for eternity and represented beautifully on this Urn. Ireland's legends and mythology tell of a strong and proud people. |

| **IRISH CELT URN - SEASALT BLUE** |
| The Irish Celts wore clothes adorned with jewelry and carried decorated shields into battle. Battle shields were often individually decorated with various symbols. They were designed to be both light and strong for defense and attack. |

| **IRISH CELT URN - COBALT** |
| The Irish Celt Cremation Urn is delivered in a beautiful Urn Presentation Box, lined with traditional Irish hessian. |
OUR COLLECTIONS
FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

CERAMIC URNS (ADULTS)

CAIRLINN CLADDAGH URN
This design is inspired by the famous Claddagh Ring and symbol of love, loyalty, and friendship. Ciarán has utilized his design skill to combine the local ancient heritage of Carlingford with the Claddagh symbol of love. A Claddagh of eternal and intertwining love.

TREE OF LIFE CREMATION URN - YELLOW GORSE
If you are searching for an Urn that represents Ireland and being Irish, this Tree of Life Urn embodies so much of our identity. The Tree of Life Urn is a piece of Art in itself. It is a celebration of what it is to be Irish, forever connected to our place, our people, and intertwined with our friends and family forever. Also available in yellow gorse.

TREE OF LIFE CREMATION URN - GREEN
If you are searching for an Urn that represents Ireland and being Irish, this Tree of Life Urn embodies so much of our identity. The Tree of Life Urn is a piece of Art in itself. It is a celebration of what it is to be Irish, forever connected to our place, our people, and intertwined with our friends and family forever. Also available in yellow gorse.
**Irishurns.com Catalog 2021 PG 12**

**Our Collections**

*Full background on artisans, design inspiration and detailed descriptions are available on website*

**Ceramic Urns (Adults)**

**Shamrock Urn**

If you are searching for an Urn that represents Ireland and being Irish, this Shamrock with Celtic symbolism embodies so much of the Irish identity. The Celtic knot on the collar of The Shamrock Urn represents how we are all bound together for eternity.

**Irish Urn - Lakes of Glendalough**

A strong, elegant Urn with a double spiral design which represents two entities connected forever on the eternal journey. Glendalough is an ancient glaciated valley and monastic site famous for its deep upper and lower lake, both independent bodies of water, but each forever connected and fed by the other.
CERAMIC URNS (CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS)

CHILDREN OF LIR URN - HEATHER PURPLE
The Child Urn depicts all the Children of Lir as they transform from Swans back to their human form and are embraced in the arms of their loving and protective sister. This Urn is delivered in a beautiful Urn presentation box lined with Irish traditional hessian.

CHILDREN OF LIR URN - LOUGH BLUE
The Child Urn depicts all the Children of Lir as they transform from Swans back to their human form and are embraced in the arms of their loving and protective sister. A Celtic knot surrounds the Urn Collar and represents how families are bound together for eternity.

CHILDREN OF LIR URN - GORSE YELLOW
The Child Urn depicts all the Children of Lir as they transform from Swans back to their human form and are embraced in the arms of their loving and protective sister. This Urn has a beautiful feel, texture, and glaze. You will clearly see the hand-thrown nature of the piece when in your hands.
ÉRIU ELM BOWL URN
A true work of art, a burl Elm cremation bowl, turned with a level of care and detail rarely found. This totally unique piece combines with six Ebony Pegs to attach to steam bent and scorched Ash tree legs and topped with a Celtic Shield lid.

NECHTAN CELTIC CREMATION URN
A lighter-colored burl Elm cremation Urn. Delicately turned with very fine lining in two sections, connected to long elegant legs of steamed and scorched ash tree legs by 9 ebony pins, representing the nine trees of the legend. Topped with a Celtic warrior shield complete with golden rivet.

DAGDA CELTIC URN
The bowl has been carved by wood turning, a delicate technique is required to deliver such fine detail to bring out the natural beauty of the wood. The Urn bowl is held in place by 6 ebony pins and topped with a Celtic warrior shield and further enhanced by a golden rivet.

SETANTÁ CELTIC URN
Elegantly sculpted and hand-carved on all sides from a 50-year-old Ash tree that Seamus has dried for 5 years in his workshop. The wood has been lightly scorched after carving to harden the surface and allow the polished finish to reflect the detail of the creation. The central panel has been further enhanced by the addition of a melted glass 'water' panel which can be set or can swivel.
OISÍN CELTIC WARRIOR SHIELD URN
A monument Sculpted and hand carved on all sides. The wood has been scorched and highly polished and finished with a beautifully turned burr Elm Celtic shield with a golden rivet. Available as a monument with a solid plinth or a cremation plinth opened from the base.

DANÚ CELTIC SHIELD URN
A smaller keepsake Urn for ashes which can be crafted with an Ivory or ebony style. The wood has been bleached and highly polished and finished with a beautifully turned burr Elm Celtic shield with a golden rivet surrounded by finely turned rings.
SUN SET OVER TARA

Inspired by the deep Red and orange skies we see as darkness approaches over the Hill of Tara, the day ends but the memories remain. A deep Red with amber tones created as a cast glass sculpture Urn with the base plinth utilized to contain cremated remains.

THE GREEN PATH

The green is to reflect Irish heritage but more subtly than that. In day light it is vivid and solid and as the light fades the true depth of the green appears. 'The green path' was inspired by the different shades of experiences we see as we journey through our lives.

NIGHT SKY OVER IRELAND

Inspired by the deep blue we see as the sun sets and darkness approaches, stars appear and all is still. The changing colors can be appreciated in day light and in artificial light. This Urn has a beautiful feel both polished and natural. Each piece is unique with both perfections and imperfections.
Wooden Urns

HANDCRAFTED OAK CREMATION DOME URN

This Urn is something special, an optional commission piece with a hand-turned Finial on the lid made from 5,000 year old bog oak from a Bog In Kells close to where the Book of Kells was found. All wooden urns are 100% biodegradable over time.

HANDCRAFTED WOODEN CREMATION URN

These wooden cremation urns are beautiful in their simplicity, elegance, and therefore in harmony with nature. This Urn has been designed with a drawcord line that can pulled out to allow lowering into a grave or interment plot.

IRISH BOG OAK URN – WOODEN

This urn is individually created. The body of the Urn is made from Oak and is a precision piece, a treat to hold. The corner slips and the side handles are crafted from a 3-5,000-year-old Kells Bog Oak tree. This wooden cremation Urn is strong and elegant and securely loads from the base.
### Wooden Keepsake Urns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keepsake</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burr Elm Medallion Keepsake</td>
<td>A true work of art, a keepsake for ashes, a lock of hair, a piece of jewelry, turned with a level of care and detail rarely found. This is a Keepsake cremation Urn that will always be with the family throughout the generations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Keepsake with Irish Bog Oak</td>
<td>Used for ashes or a lock of hair or piece of jewelry. This hand made keepsake has been made individually by a national award-winning Artisan and master craftsman. The body of the Keepsake Urn is made from Walnut and turned on a lathe so precisely it is a treat to hold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Urn Plinth Base - Engraving Optional</td>
<td>A heavy and solid Black Ash Urn Plinth Base which has been hand-crafted in Ireland by a national award-winning Woodturner. The plinth is heavy but very smooth and the top has been carved out and rebated to take a circular Urn base. If you wish, it can be Laser engraved by a professional Firm in Dublin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Urn Plinth Base - Engraving Optional</td>
<td>A heavy and solid Oak Urn Plinth Base which has been hand-crafted. The recess has been lined with a soft green felt. The Oak Urn base has been oiled, then sanded, then lacquered, then sanded, then oiled again to give a satin touch. The base has also been finished with felt to ensure it does not scratch any surface. If you wish, it can be Laser engraved by a professional Firm in Dublin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### OUR COLLECTIONS

Full background on Artisans, design inspiration and detailed descriptions are available on website.

---

**Wooden Keepsake Urns**

- Burr Elm Medallion Keepsake
- Walnut Keepsake with Irish Bog Oak
- Black Urn Plinth Base - Engraving Optional
- Oak Urn Plinth Base - Engraving Optional

**Plinths**
THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION KEEPSAKE - COBALT KELP
This Keepsake Urn for a small amount of human ashes takes its inspiration from Irish mythology and many families share the ashes between children and leave the surviving parent with a larger urn. On the lid of the Urn is a single spiral inspired by stone carvings at Newgrange.

THE BOANN CELTIC CREMATION KEEPSAKE - FERN
These small Urns for ashes are often referred to as keepsake Urns or Mini Urns and are sometimes used as a lock of hair keepsake. It takes its inspiration from Irish mythology. Many families share the ashes between children and leave the surviving parent with a larger urn.

TORC CELTIC CREMATION KEEPSAKE URN - KELP AND COBALT
This keepsake Urn is for a small amount of ashes. Many families decide to share the ashes of their loved one and a Keepsake urn is a lovely way for each family member to have the same urn. Each cremation Keepsake Urn has the powerful Celtic Spiral detailed in the lid, a discrete Irish Emblem influenced by our Irish heritage.

TORC CELTIC CREMATION KEEPSAKE URN - FERN
This keepsake Urn is for a small amount of ashes. Many families decide to share the ashes of their loved one and a Keepsake urn is a lovely way for each family member to have the same urn. These small Urns for ashes are often referred to as Treasured Keepsakes, keepsake Urns, Mini Urns and are sometimes used as a lock of hair keepsake.
OUR COLLECTIONS
FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

Keepsake Urns

THE NEWGRANGE KEEPSAKE URN – LOUGH BLUE
The Newgrange Keepsake Urn design was inspired by the Ancient Irish Celtic Tri spiral symbol. This particular design is the interpretation of the Newgrange Triskele. It is available in different glazes, each hand-poured so that each keepsake is slightly different from the others.

THE NEWGRANGE KEEPSAKE URN – YELLOW GORSE
The Newgrange Keepsake Urn design was inspired by the Ancient Irish Celtic Tri spiral symbol. This particular design is the interpretation of the Newgrange Triskele. It is available in different glazes, each hand-poured so that each keepsake is slightly different from the others.

THE NEWGRANGE KEEPSAKE URN – SLIEVE FOY MOUNTAIN GREEN
The Newgrange Keepsake Urn design was inspired by the Ancient Irish Celtic Tri spiral symbol. This particular design is the interpretation of the Newgrange Triskele. It is available in different glazes, each hand-poured so that each keepsake is slightly different from the others.
ECO ASH SCATTERING URN - ADULT
A tall and elegant Scattering Urn which is simple to fill and easy to scatter. A secure locking mechanism keeps the ashes of your loved one safely in place until scattering. This urn can be disposed of in nature after scattering as it is 100% biodegradable.

ECO ASH SCATTERING URN - BABY OR CHILD
A tall and elegant Scattering Urn which is simple to fill and easy to scatter. A secure locking mechanism keeps the ashes of your loved one safely in place until scattering. This urn can be disposed of in nature after scattering as it is 100% biodegradable.

ECO ASH SCATTERING URN - PETS
A tall and elegant Scattering Urn which is simple to fill and easy to scatter. A secure locking mechanism keeps the ashes of your dear pet safely in place until scattering. This urn can be disposed of in nature after scattering as it is 100% biodegradable.

THE WATER ASH SCATTERING URN
This urn is specially designed to allow families to scatter ashes in the ocean, a river, a lake or a beach with dignity and ease. This biodegradable urn will float for a few minutes once placed in water before slowly dissolving and scattering the ashes. It is a very tranquil and poignant experience.

OUR COLLECTIONS
FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

ASH SCATTERING URNS
OUR COLLECTIONS
FULL BACKGROUND ON ARTISANS, DESIGN INSPIRATION AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

Dog Pet Urns

**DOG PET URN - THE SLEEPING DOG - LOUGH BLUE**

The sleeping Dog Pet Urn is a beautiful handcrafted Ceramic Urn enhanced by Celtic design and symbolism. This Urn is unique as it is handmade by one of Ireland's top Ceramicists. A Celtic collar knot represents how the dog and their companion are bound together for eternity.

**DOG PET URN - THE SLEEPING DOG - SUMMER YELLOW**

This Pet Urn is made in an Irish Studio by a renowned artisan. The sleeping dog (‘Madra’ in Gaelic) design was inspired by the ancient legend of Cú Chulainn, Ireland’s most famous warrior. Protector of the home and loyal companion, the Celtic dog/Irish wolfhound features throughout Irish history, most famously immortalized in the Book of Kells.

**DOG PET URN - THE SLEEPING DOG - COOLEY GREEN**

This Pet Urn is made in an Irish Studio by a renowned artisan. The sleeping dog (‘Madra’ in Gaelic) design was inspired by the ancient legend of Cú Chulainn, Ireland’s most famous warrior. Protector of the home and loyal companion, the Celtic dog/Irish wolfhound features throughout Irish history, most famously immortalized in the Book of Kells.
This Cat Pet Urn is handmade in Ireland. The design captures the mythical nature of Cats in Ireland with a Celtic Knot nose. If you are looking for a Pet Urn in Ireland that is individual and very special this is the one.

This Cat Pet Urn is handmade in Ireland. The design captures the mythical nature of Cats in Ireland with a Celtic Knot nose. If you are looking for a Pet Urn in Ireland that is individual and very special this is the one.

This Cat Pet Urn is handmade in Ireland. The design captures the mythical nature of Cats in Ireland with a Celtic Knot nose. If you are looking for a Pet Urn in Ireland that is individual and very special this is the one.

This Cat Pet Urn is handmade in Ireland. The design captures the mythical nature of Cats in Ireland with a Celtic Knot nose. If you are looking for a Pet Urn in Ireland that is individual and very special this is the one.
IRISH WAKE TOAST SET – THE LAST TOAST (YELLOW)
The Irish Wake Toast allows all present to Raise a Glass to a life well-lived. It includes: Two Whiskey tumblers, an Irish candle in a matching ceramic holder, an original copy of the famous Kevin Toolis book ‘My fathers Wake’ and a signed copy of Irish Music Multitrack CD including the famous Irish musician and singer Zoe Conway. Irish Whiskey not included!

IRISH WAKE TOAST SET – THE LAST TOAST (GREEN)
The Irish Wake Toast allows all present to Raise a Glass to a life well-lived. It includes: Two Whiskey tumblers, an Irish candle in a matching ceramic holder, an original copy of the famous Kevin Toolis book ‘My fathers Wake’ and a signed copy of Irish Music Multitrack CD including the famous Irish musician and singer Zoe Conway. Irish Whiskey not included!

IRISH WAKE TOAST – EXTRA TUMBLERS (4)
Only available if The Irish Wake set is also purchased. The Irish wake set is used before, during, or after the wake by the closest of family or friends. A beautiful ceramic set of Irish tradition.
Our Artisans

Irish craftspeople are renowned the world over for their artistry and skill. We have assembled a group of Ireland's finest artisans to create a truly beautiful and meticulously crafted collection of high-quality cremation urns.

All of our Artisans are committed to designing urns that are unique, elegant and completely authentic to the Irish identity and experience.

Each of our Artisans holds national award-winning recognition, previous experience in commissioned works for heads of state and a deep appreciation and understanding of Irish heritage and culture.

Our Artisans craft each urn with great patience, care and respectful consideration for the grieving families seeking solace.
SEAMUS –
WOOD TURNER AND SCULPTOR

He has a unique ability to recognize a beautiful object in a piece of wood and uses his skills to reveal the hidden and unique beauty.

He uses Irish native wood grown for decades and dried over many years to create breathtaking and totally unique Urns and memorials.

Seamus has won 20+ Irish National awards for his creations and has been commissioned for unique pieces for the President of Ireland, Royal Dublin Society, Irish Landscape Institute, to name but a few.

His unique sculptural pieces sometimes use textured, bleached and scorched woods, gold, metals, leather, glass.
CIARÁN
ARTIST, DESIGNER, AND CERAMICIST
FOR 30 YEARS.

Ciarán is an Irish language speaker and has a passion for Irish history and design.

This can be seen in his Irish heritage creations, each embellished by his own glazes—Each color and shade inspired by the landscape that surrounds his home.

Each Urn is fired in his self-made kiln.

Each collection piece represents our history, our people and the colors found on land and sea.
Ciarán says, “this is an expression of Ireland”. Combining form, design, and finish means his pieces are much sought after. Presented to many dignitaries including An Taoiseach -Irish Prime Minister and the President
RÁDEK –
ARTIST AND CERAMIC DESIGNER

A winner of numerous design awards and more recently Ireland’s premier design ‘Showcase’ event and won the best ceramic design award nationally and as his works have been presented to our current president Michael D. Higgins, they are in high demand.

He seeks his Celtic Urn inspiration from living with his family near the Fingal shoreline, bordered between an abundant sea and the most fertile land in Ireland.

He has developed exception Cremation Urns. His Irish land and Sea Cremation Urn collection is appreciated by people across the globe for the design, the colors, the glazing technique, and the individuality of each and every Urn.

Creating a collection that represents our Island nation with hand-worked glazes that are inspired by the Irish coastline. He has a unique style and his heart is invested in the art of each unique creation.
ROISÍN –

CAST GLASS CREMATION SCULPTURE

Roisín (Ro-sheen) lives with her family in the rural setting of Ballyboughal in North County Dublin. With a BA (Hons) Fine Arts degree in Applied Materials, specializing in Glass in the Irish National College of Art and Design.

She spent considerable time in the Corning Museum of Glass, New York. Where she studied with renowned glass artist, Carol Milne.

Roisín works in cast glass a multi-layered process with each piece taking weeks to create. She plays with form and color to add narrative to her artworks.

Roisín has sold works to Gallery owners, the Irelands’ Office of public works for placement in Public building or Ministerial offices.

Her experiments with the transparent qualities of glass and the science of refraction allow her to fully express her concepts.
Planting a memorial tree is a poignant, unique way of both honouring and preserving the legacy of a lost loved one.

Memorial trees serve as a physical representation of a person’s time on Earth and allow them to continue to have a positive impact on the planet even after they have left it.

Irish Trees endeavours to bring comfort to grieving families by planting native Irish trees in the name of their loved one. All trees are planted on a lakeside woodland located in Naul, Co. Dublin where they are carefully and respectfully tended to.

There is no better way to honour the memory of a loved one than to plant a memorial tree.
Irish Trees

Planting Certificate

Irish Urns and Memorial Trees offer a range of Tree species and also allow the customer to make a donation to a chosen charity partner.

Every tree planting order comes with an official planting certificate. We have planting certificates for every occasion in a wide array of designs and styles.

Each certificate can be customised and personalised upon request.
CONTACT US

IRISH URNS AND MEMORIAL TREES
INISHFREE, MALLAHOW, THE NAUL, COUNTY DUBLIN, IRELAND

PHONE
00353 1 25 444 62

MOBILE 00353 86 255 85 31

EMAIL
bob@irishurns.ie